Charles Playhouse does fine job

By Roy Furman

Charles Playhouse's fresh and exciting production of a new version of the absurd Samuel Beckett's "Waiting for Godot" is at once exalting of the intellect and idiotic in comic conditions. However, who fear potentially blithesridden no problem for those who do. Notably, the performance of the play are wrapped up in the same gestures and satires that these two carry out in a slapstick fashion. Vladimir rushes through the audience yelling: "Save my seat!" in a "it's-about-to-late rush" for the lusciousness. Estragon conscientiously peering and pating at the side of his dirty foot, bed now engage in a Lucky and Hardy two men, three hat shuffling. "Waiting for Godot" is an excellent example of the quality of the actor's performance as a necessity for enjoyment of the play, Meehan and Hare have not failed.

"Waiting for Godot" is a must for those wanting to be either stimulated intellectually or simply entertained by a few hours of the cognizably absurd.

TWO STRANGERS COME

It is the next day and the tedious wondering of what had happened. They must never to have passed their tedium with pointless, feeding him carrots, yelling, "Save my seat!" in a "it's-about-to-late rush" for the lusciousness. Estragon conscientiously peering and pating at the side of his dirty foot, bed now engage in a Lucky and Hardy two men, three hat shuffling. "Waiting for Godot" is an excellent example of the quality of the actor's performance as a necessity for enjoyment of the play, Meehan and Hare have not failed.

"Waiting for Godot" is a must for those wanting to be either stimulated intellectually or simply entertained by a few hours of the cognizably absurd.

The new '68 Norelco Tripleheader 3ST gives you a closer shave any time you want for 87.00. And don't let anyone tell you a three blade is better for you. The new '68 Norelco Tripleheader 45CT. Norelco Rechargeable Tripleheader 45CT. Works with or without a cord. And this Pow- erhouse doesn't run out. It gives you a closer shave per charge as any other re- chargeable. More features, too, in- cluding a 115/220 voltage select for you can really shave anywhere that there be electricity.